Lucis Flux: Win His Heart
1. Rad
Gentle torch
Fire is alive
Depth and rain echo through her eyes
The way she loves me is rad
The way she loves me is
Like a wind whispering harmony
Embracing her femininity
The way she loves me is rad
The pines sing when she’s alone
Beneath a calling to splendor
Her ears turn to voices at home
As danger takes the night
And she dares to fight
I got a girl who won’t fear the day
Who stands by her man while he makes his way
The way she loves me is rad

2. Work It
It’s time to take the torch to the past
This opportunity now won’t last
I feel the corruption of cocaine
I sense a sinister force try to break through the chain
Work it
The demons stake their claim to our minds
Absorbed and obsessed with our climb
Misery comes and we don’t know why
We want to believe that we’re special but it’s just a lie
Work it

All the dreams we held dear
Start to disintegrate
It’s what we need now to spur us to change
Work it
Misery comes and we don’t know why
We want to believe that we’re special but it’s just a lie
Work it

3. Under a Spell
There is a danger in the world today
The propaganda of the USA
The kids won’t fall for this at all
I will not fall for this at all
Disinformation and dishonest claims
Disconnected pundits clogging up the airwaves
I will not fall for this at all
The shills talk to keep us enthralled
Exploiting all of what we fear
To sustain and arrogant nation
Under a spell
A dream unwinding further out of what she said
Under a spell
A deep surrounding fog hiding what is real
We are so lost
Do we dare to admit the cost?
The corporate media feeds the hate
Stenographers of the permanent state
I will not fall for this at all
We will not listen anymore
We need the wisdom of the Teacher
To heal this broken nation
Under a spell

They leave behind the courage out of what they say
Under a spell
They feed the fires of fury burning the misled
Nobody wants to hear
That they have been deceived
Nobody wants to admit
That they’re living in make believe
Nobody wants to hear
That they have been deceived
Nobody wants to admit
They’ve been lured into a dark lie
Under a spell
Under it…

4. Here Comes the Storm
Out of the sleep and
Into the dream
Our existential tie
Reveals now what it means
When thoughts give birth to anger
And hateful bombs are thrown
We reap what we have sown
Here comes the storm
My mother prays
So far away
I’m powerless to stand
In destruction’s way
We’ll be at the mercy of
Nature’s fury roar
While horrors shake the floor
Here comes the storm
The mounting tensions rise
Nature takes her sacrifice
Will I be an orphan after the rains have come and gone?

How will I carry on?
Here comes the storm

5. Agents of Change
Hear the call warriors of love
The past is dead it’s time to open up
Animosity that stood between us
Throw it in the fire with the hate beneath us
Our minds were wrong
But our hearts are strong
Let’s get it on
We are agents of change
Trying hard not to lose our way
Running through the maze of media and lies
Stand up and break tough
No how, no way
No, I won’t believe the CIA
We won’t fall for the line of hate
Or the intensification of the fascist state
We’ve got to come together before it’s too late
We are agents of change
Seeing through the corrupt charade
There to light the way, the Sword of Love it shines
Stand up and break tough
Burning turning
Tara’s groaning
Hear the sacred sounds unfolding
Life protecting
Intersecting
Synthesizing
Unifying
Now
They can kill the body
But they can’t touch our soul

Love…
Being stuck in a maze
In a crisis we set the stage
Of a daring play that shakes the roots of time
We the agents of change
Sharing all that the Earth has made
Brining forth the day divinity can shine
Stand up and break tough

6. Chasing You Around
I’m young enough to know that beauty is free
I’m old enough to know that your beauty don’t belong to me
You get so cold when I try to possess
Running after you drives you deep into elusiveness
I…I’m not wasting my time chasing you around
I know that you live inside me
As I play my part in the movie
That magic heart comes to light through my chest
After I let go of the struggle with my loneliness
I…I’m not wasting my time chasing you around
In my life, I’ve wasted so much time
I take part of the blame for your return’s delay
In waiting to give voice to your presence in the world
Due to cowardice and fear of ridicule
I’ve shown my self a fool
But I will not look back
I won’t relive the past
I’m not wasting my time chasing you around
I’m not wasting my time running after you
I’m not wasting my time chasing you around
I will not look back, I won’t look back

7. Sun and Diamonds
Now, in sight a bold day moves unveiled by cause
Myths and lies are thrown into the sun
First the blind as light consumes a failed onslaught
Leaving silent voices who made the loving lost
Markets sold me out
In the vainglory of competition all would chase their death
You are the soul child
You’re a mirror for all I thought I could live for
Markets sold us out
In the vainglory of competition all would lose in the end
The time for justice is now in this moment of our warning
Heart as strong as the Sun
Heart as strong as the Sun
Mind as clear as a diamond
Heart as strong as the Sun

